Invitation for Bid for Hand Held Metal Detectors

Bid# 3140002659

1. Question – Will you accept other makes & models (other than Garrett)?
   Answer - Garrett is the only make and model we will take. Due to their ruggedness and reliability.

2. Question - Will you accept an operating frequency other than 95KHz?
   Answer - No, due to the speed of detection.

3. Question - Will you accept an audible alarm in lieu of amber light to indicate “low battery, empty battery”?
   Answer - Prefer audible and visual indicators so these can be used in a silent operations mode.

4. Question - Will you accept a unit that does not have a “structurally isolated coil” but is still rugged and high impact construction?
   Answer – Yes

5. Question - Will you accept IP20?
   Answer – No. Require a higher level of protection

6. Question - Will you accept -40 to +60 deg Celsius operating temperature?
   Answer – Yes

7. Question - Will you accept dimensions of 39.1cm (L) x 14cm (W) x 3.3cm (T)?
   Answer – Yes

8. Question - Will you accept Rechargeable NiMH “AA” batteries in lieu of 9V? Answer - Yes